FICTION
The Pakana Voice, Ian Broinowski
W.C. is war correspondent covering the
conflict between Lutruwita’s Pakana people
and the British. He befriends Rialim, a man of
the Moomairremener clan, and Lowana, with
whom he falls in love. His time with her clan
changes his life. When, pushed to extremes by
the colonists, Lowana shows herself ready and
willing to fight and kill to protect her family,
culture and land, W.C breaks the cardinal rule
of war journalism and takes sides.
This book was written with Cultural advice
from Jim Everett-puralia meenamatta. It is available from Lulu.com. or Hobart bookstores. Half
the proceeds go to Aboriginal writers through
TasWriters.
Keep Calm and Kill the Chef, Livia Day
Scones, tea, and a stabbing… When Tabitha
Darling entered Cafe La Femme in a reality
TV show hosted by an infamous “bad boy”
chef, she never expected to be a suspect in his
murder. When Xanthippe Carides quit working in a cafe to become a private detective, she
never expected one of her first cases would
be keeping Tabitha out of jail. These two friends
have a mystery to solve, and only one of them
is telling the whole truth.
This is the third title in the Cafe La Femme
series which also includes A Trifle Dead and
Drowned Vanilla.
The Secrets We Keep, Shirley Patton
Social worker Aimee arrives in the mining town
of Kalgoorlie ready for a fresh start. Her colleagues Lori and Paddy seem friendly, and she
is drawn to one of her cases: the Steele family,
whose future looks bleak. But Aimee has a dark
secret that she discovers is connected to this
unfamiliar but beautiful town and its inhabitants.
As she strengthens her ties with the local
community, she questions her former decisions.
Can she reveal her secret, even if it is not hers
alone to share?
This novel was on Harper-Collin’s best seller
list for much of 2019. It is available at all good
bookstores and as a Bolinda audiobook.
www.taswriters.org

Two books by Elisabeth Cannell
Two Good Men
Henry and Emmet’s brotherly bond is unbreakable, until Millicent comes back into their lives.
They had taken her under their wing after her
father was lost in WW2. When Millie moved
on with her life, neither brother thought they’d
ever see her again. Eighteen-year-old Henry
and Emmet enter compulsory National Service
when the Australian government fears an ‘Asian
Invasion’. Then destiny puts Millie in their path
again and their childhood crush is rekindled.
The once close brothers begin to drift apart.
Millicent loves both and must choose between
two good men.
Finding Alice
Alice is a disgrace to the family. Disowned for
refusing to marry the man who wronged her,
she’s packed off to a hospice for unmarried
mothers, where it’s intended she’ll be out of
sight and out of mind until her baby is adopted.
Alice wants to keep her child, but is unprepared for the vilification her decision will cause.
Stripped of confidence, Alice questions her
abilities as a mother, but in her darkest hour,
help is on its way. Three men claimed to love
her, but only one will truly find her.
Finding Alice is the second Carmichael Saga
prequel. It should be read after Two Good Men
or on its own.
Both books are available at the Devonport
Bookstore and Sheffield Working Art space,
through bookstores, or on Amazon.
Shadow in the Forest, Leigh Swinbourne
1983, and the hot issue of the environment has
helped sweep the Hawke Government into office. Evelyn Carter, a young idealistic zoologist,
travels to Tasmania as part of a project to keep
that heat turned up. Deep in the wilderness,
alone, she is confronted by an extraordinary
event that will challenge both herself and her
deep love of the natural world.

SCI-FI/FANTASY
Bruny, Heather Rose
Why is a massive bridge being built to connect
Bruny with the mainland of Tasmania? And why
have terrorists blown it up?
When the Bruny bridge is bombed, UN troubleshooter Astrid Coleman agrees to return
home to help her brother before an upcoming election. But this is no simple task. Her
brother and sister are on either side of politics,
the community is full of conspiracy theories,
her mother is fading and her father is quoting
Shakespeare. Only on Bruny does the world
seem sane. Until Astrid discovers how far the
government is willing to go.
Bruny is a searing, subversive novel about family,
love, loyalty and the new world order. It is a
gripping thriller, a love story, a cry from the
heart, and crucial work of imagination that asks
the burning question: what would you do to
protect the place you love? A must for all Tasmanians. Available from all good bookstores.
Paris Savages, Katherine Johnson
When German scientist Louis Müller offers
to sail three Badtjala people – Bonny, Jurano
and Dorondera – to Europe to perform to
huge crowds, the proud and headstrong Bonny
agrees, hoping to bring his people’s plight to the
Queen of England.
Accompanied by Müllers bright, grieving
daughter, Hilda, the group begins their journey
to belle-époque Europe to perform in Hamburg, Berlin, Paris and eventually London. While
crowds in Europe are enthusiastic to see the
unique dances, singing, fights and pole climbing
from the oldest culture in the world, the attention is relentless, and the fascination of scientists intrusive. When disaster strikes, Bonny
must find a way to return home.
A story of love, bravery, culture, and the fight
against injustice, Paris Savages brings a littleknown part of history to blazing life. From
award-winning novelist Katherine Johnson.

Scouring the Land, Cary J Lenehan
The fourth in Cary’s Warriors of Vhast epic
series, which follows the continuing exploits
of a gender diverse group brought together
by someone for their own ends. The Princess,
the secret policeman, the huntress, the priest,
the former slaves, the soldier, the assassin, the
hobgoblin, the Dwarven shepherd, the horse
barbarian, and the mage are send on a worldspanning quest.
After facing individual challenges, joining and
setting out (in Intimations of Evil), they locate
and defeat a bandit village, freeing its slaves
and then go on the next stage of their journey,
seeking to destroy those hidden behind the
slavers. Having discovered that they are not
finished, they must now travel further.
Find out more: caryjlenehan.com.au
Between Floors, W. R. Gingell
Between Floors is the third book in W.R.’s the
City Between urban fantasy series. It’s set in
Hobart I’m not supposed to push through the boundaries
of reality without supervision. I’m definitely not
meant to drag a cop Between with me.
But stuff happens, you know?
Hi. I’m Pet.Well, not Pet, exactly. I am a pet.
Nothing too hard; I just cook and clean for the
Behindkind who took over my house. Easy. But now
one of my owners has gone missing. He’s fae, so
it shouldn’t worry me, but if there’s something out
there that can kidnap fae, I don’t wanna meet it.
Good thing I’ve got another two owners and a
spare cop up my sleeve…
The City Between series is available on Amazon, as an ebook series in the Kindle Unlimited
program, or in paperback from Dymocks, or
can be ordered by other bookstores.

NON FICTION/HISTORY

State of the Heart, Carol Patterson
Carol Patterson’s arresting style infuses her
short stories with fresh, vibrant life. She explores the crucial points in people’s lives when
change takes place. Her post-graduate degree
in Geography and Environmental Studies gained
from the University of Tasmania allows her to
see the world from an original perspective,
which enriches her stories.

www.taswriters.org

Forgotten Corners: Essays in Search of an
Island’s Soul, Pete Hay
“One of Tasmania’s great, distinctive voices. Pete
Hay illuminates the island in remarkable fashion, enriching our understanding of its history,
culture, politics and environment.” Tim Bonyhady.
“Pete Hay is pre-eminent among the guardians
of Tasmania’s island’s spirit, his fierce intelligence
and compassionate heart resisting those who
would ravage, exploit and appropriate its natural
beauty, cultural creativity and fraught history for
profit and power. Animals and ancestors, people
and plants, the lost and the loved, the humus
and the human, the artist and the artefact, the
books and the birds, the sadness and the stillness, the past and the possible, the humour and
the horror all find voice in Forgotten Corners.”
James Boyce.
Available from The Hobart Bookshop and Fullers, or Walleah Press: www.walleahpress.com.au

Silliness: A Serious History, Peter Timms
Silliness is to be savoured. It exposes the cracks
in our reasoning, raising a gleeful two-finger
salute to convention and common sense. In a
world awash with stupidity and cruel politics,
silliness is childish, anarchic, mischievous, rude
and sometimes shocking. But it’s not new. This
delightful yet informative book reveals the
surprisingly rich history of silliness, going all the
way back to the madcap plays of Aristophanes
in the fourth century BC. Medieval fools and
jesters, strange “epidemics of silliness” in
the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries, and
the charming nonsense of Lewis Carroll and
Edward Lear, lead us to the often dark and
nihilistic silliness of modern times, including
Buster Keaton, Monty Python and “Cats that
Look Like Hitler”.

POETRY

Writing Japan’s War in New Guinea:The Diary
of Tamura Yoshiazu, Dr Victoria Eaves-Young
It’s 1943.Tamura Yoshikazu is destined to die in the
New Guinea warzone. Devoid of family contact,
perplexed by his unfamiliar surroundings, deprived
of amenities and at risk of illness and starvation,
he starts a diary. Employed laboriously building
airstrips he is ground down by tedium, disheartened by a dysfunctional military hierarchy, grieving
the death of comrades, and without hope of being
involved in heroic or meaningful activities. Profoundly unsettled by all that appears to be at odds
with the kokutai (national polity) ideology,Tamura
uses his diary to retain his committment to death
for the Emperor.
This is a ground-breaking work examining the wartime Imperial ideology of Japan
through the eyes of a Japanese infantryman in
the New Guinea warzone. It is available from
Amsterdam University press, www.aup.nl/en/
book/9789462988651/writing-japan-s-war-innew-guinea, and most online outlets.
Margaretta Pos - Among the Willows and
Wild Things: the Fingal Valley Diary of a
Young Girl in the 1930s and Mrs Fenton’s
Journey: India and Tasmania 1826-1876
Elizabeth Fenton moved from India to Van Diemen’s Land in 1829, and settled in the Derwent
Valley. She was known for her writings about India and Van Diemen’s Land, but her later life was
less well known. Margaretta reveals this in Mrs
Fenton’s Journey, which shows us Elizabeth’s great
regard for the Tasmanian landscape. She wrote
about this not only in poems for her children,
but also in evocative passages in her diaries.
One hundred years later, Elizabeth’s greatgreat-granddaughter, Margaretta’s mother,
Ann Page, expressed a similar love for her
surroundings in the Fingal Valley. Her diaries
record the species she found in the landscape,
her sense of belonging to the bush, and her
concerns about clearing. Among the Willows and
Wild Things offers us a window on what has
already been lost and a cry to preserve that
which remains.
www.taswriters.org

How to Belong, Anne Collins
“Aristotle argued that as we mature, we act
less aimlessly and more purposefully. How to
Belong explores a myriad of ways we might
approach this ‘good life’. Suggestive rather than
instructive, Anne Collins does not ask anything
of us that she does not ask of herself; diligent
and compassionate in her self-reflection on
being and belonging in her/our cultural, political and familial landscapes. With immediacy of
language and vivid imagery these poems cast an
ever-widening circle of light on matters that are
at once particular and universal, of the times
and timeless.” – Jane Williams.
Journey, Jan Colville
“Journey leads the reader into richly experienced and sometimes imagined worlds, entered
into with curiosity, empathy and delight. In language that is evocative, deft and clear, the poet
responds to loved ones and lovers, to writers,
artists, philosophers, inventors and strangers,
and to wild and beautiful places, sharing moments of discovery and insight. These are intelligent, sensual and rewarding poems, celebrations of life and the multiplicity of influences
that contribute to the story of one woman’s
journey to her ‘self’.” Lyn Reeves.
Available from The Hobart Bookshop and Fullers, or Walleah Press: www.walleahpress.com.au
field of stars, Lyn Reeves
“From the very first haiku Field of Stars is a
celebration of what the haiku master Masaoka
Shiki described in the first principle of haiku
as ‘Shasei’ or ‘sketching from life.’ Reeves has
succeeded in finding diamonds with her finely
observed and beautifully sketched moments.
In a time of Global Warming and dire predictions, Reeves shows us that we can all remember what is at stake with her observations of
nature and writing from the heart and a place
of wonder. This is a collection to be kept close
and cherished for the many celebrations of
what it is to be a part of nature. I commend
this to the reader and may you walk gently
with Reeves in a Field of Stars.” Ron Moss.
Available from The Hobart Bookshop and Fullers, or Walleah Press: www.walleahpress.com.au
Continental Shift, Megan Schaffner
Megan has been observing and recording her
adopted Tasmanian environment in prose and
poetry since 1961, when she crossed the Indian
Ocean. In her arms she carried two restless
children. In her head, remembered voices from
her childhood, and in her mind’s eye, wild South
African landscapes - landscapes once part of the
same Gondwanan landmass as her new home.
Megan’s voice can be cautious or probing, lyrical or quirky. It carries a keen sense of place,
awe, inspiration, and her own inimitable heartfelt celebration of this life.

CHILDREN
Fat Chance, Lynne Fellowes
A rare handfish’s growing concern for the environment sees him make an arduous journey
from the Derwent River to the base of kunanyi.
There he meets with other threatened species
to discuss their decline and the loss of their
habitat. Through whimsical rhyming verse and
beautifully hand-drawn illustrations, this story
highlights many of the island’s lesser known
rare and endangered species, including the
Hairy Red Snail, the Blind Velvet Worm, the
Pedra Branca Skink and others. Fat Chance is
a poignant reminder for children of all ages
about the importance of preserving Tasmania’s
wildlife. Despite the dire circumstances the
animals find themselves in, there is an engaging
and positive message of hope for young and old
alike.
Fat Chance is available at Hobart Bookshop,
Fullers, TMAG, MONA and other local retail
outlets.
What’s the time, Francie Fox? by Anne Morgan, illustrated by Phoebe Asycough
What’s the time, Francie Fox? follows the adventures of a mischievous, playful fox, Francie.
Combining, numbers, time and rhyming, this
story introduces the many different ways we
talk about time to young readers.
The Francie Fox interactive e-book can be
downloaded from the Kindergo reading app,
apps.apple.com/au/app/kindergo/id1254229153,
or viewed while flying Virgin Airlines on the
Kindergo channel. The print book may be
purchased online from Angus & Robertson,
Amazon and other online bookstores.
The Book of Stone, by Mark Greenwood,
illustrated by Coral Tulloch.
Every stone has a story, the echo of a memory,
a walk in the wilderness, a time and a place
lived and loved. This book is about these
stones. Every stone has its own unique story and everybody needs a story stone and a book
to collect it in! Together Coral and Mark have
created a book that allows them to share the
theme of geological wonder, solitude, special
memories and places through stone.

Encouraging, supporting and promoting
Tasmanian writers and stories.
This flyer has been produced by TasWriters, December 2019, and
represents members who have published Tasmanian stories over the
last year. We’d love you to join us.
24 Davey Street (GPO Box 90), Hobart, Tasmania
(03) 6224 0029, admin@taswriters.org
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Juno Jones, Word Ninja, Kate Gordon
How far would you go to save your school
from Men in Suits a.k.a. Alien Lizard Men? Juno
Jones and her friends will do anything. Teacher
Miss Tippett has a plan, but it involves a lot of
reading. Juno Jones, a Kid Who Doesn’t Like
Reading must become...a WORD NINJA!
Complete with jokes and drawings and killer
mermaids, and of course ninjas, Juno’s adventures in text will appeal to even the pickiest of
young readers.
Kate Gordon is an award-winning Tasmanian
author. Prior to becoming a writer she worked
as a children’s librarian and bookseller. She has
written five young adult novels. Juno Jones,World
Ninja is the first in a new series for younger
readers.
Jilda’s Ark, by Verity Croker (young adult)
While her mother and sister are enjoying an
excursion on a Fijian island, Jilda, who is unwell
and remains onboard, finds their ship has sailed
off, leaving most of its passengers stranded on
shore. An unknown group has overtaken the
ship. After a few days, they collect thousands
of new passengers from a distant archipelago,
making conditions onboard overcrowded and
uncomfortable. Though Jilda is desperate to
reunite with her family, she meets someone
who comforts her and will completely change
her world. But how will her new friend Jade
feel when she learns Jilda has a boyfriend back
home?

HUMOUR/ALL AGES
Two books by Jamie Kirkpatrick – Art by
Nature and Mr Caterpillar and the Special
Timbers Incident
Jamie is a well-known geographer and ecologist
at the University of Tasmania. His new books
are a cathartic response to the absurdity of
Tasmanian realpolitik and a revelling in our
natural world, a world Jamie knows like no one
else. In Mr Caterpillar and the Special Timbers
Incident, Jamie explores the comedy and ethical
dilemmas of “Tasmanians who want trees to be
vertical, those who want them horizontal, and
those who like a bit of a lean”. Mr Caterpillar,
an unctuous moral shape shifter, passes through
one portal after another, becoming progressively more puzzled by the craziness of humans
as unsocial animals.
Art by Nature offers a startling opportunity to
behold the natural world through Jamie’s eyes.
Featuring Jamie’s photographs and short texts,
this book reveals nature in ways you have probably never imagined. Meditating on the question ‘does all human art mimic nature’, Art by
Nature is peppered with gems of ecological fact
and some really surprising observations.
Both books are available at local booksellers or
from Bright South: www.brightsouth.com.au

